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RockBuster stealth Customers
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Global Movie Rentals in ⚈ 109 Countries

     ⚈14,413 Transactions

     ⚈$4.25 Average transaction amount: 

        ⚈ 599 Customers

     ⚈ $102  Avg customer spend
 ⚈(~24 rentals)



RockBuster stealth Films
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          Film Catalog with  ⚈ 958 Titles

     ⚈17 Categories

     ⚈1-8 Copies per title

     ⚈4,581 Total movies 

        ⚈ $10-$30 Replacement cost
⚈(avg $20)Rental

Duration

AVG
4.99 
Day

MIN:
3 

Day

MAX:
7

Day

Film
Length

AVG:
115
min

MIN:
46 

min

MAX:

185 
min



Overview

Define Key Metrics

Gross Profit Analyzes 

Return on Investment.

● Total Revenue

○ For 3 Months

● Inventory Cost

○ 1-8 film copies

● Identify Important 

Variables

Optimize Catalog

Catalog Growth Strategy:

● Identify weak titles

○ Low ROI Films

● Remove weak titles

○ Sell physical 

copies

○ Don’t renew 

digital licenses

Geographic Analysis

Identify Top Markets:

● Top Countries
○ By Customer 

Base

● Top Customers 

○ By Total Spend

● Top Categories
○ In Top Markets
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Total Revenue

Gross Revenue from all 
payments with that Film. 

Overall, about 30% of revenue 
is from late fees.

Inventory Cost

Total Cost from multiplying the 
replacement cost by the 

number of copies in inventory.

Key Performance Metric
Gross Profit
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Revenue and ROI:
Visualizing the range of profitability across films
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There are three distinct groups 
of movies according to 
profitability. 244 titles stick out 
as having low total revenue and 
low Return on Investment 
(ROI). Out of 958 total movies  
that leaves 714 titles with 
acceptable or above ROI.
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5 Ratings
Max Count: 213
Avg Count: 191.6
Min count: 171

The darker the Hue, the 
higher the Rating’s ROI. 

Higher number of films in 
that Rating don’t seem 
associated with higher ROI, 
as the Min Count has very 
high ROI. 
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Category

Rental
Rate

Prediction

Costs

Rental
Rate

Costs

Film 
Length

How to determine which 
features are important in 
driving ROI?

● Machine Learning is an asset

● Model interpretability is important to 
understand how the model is weighing 
different features
○ Features: Rental rate, replacement 

cost, categories, etc

● Train the model on predicting ROI
○ Use interpretability metrics to 

define a path towards higher ROI
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PROFIT
Interpreting a model 
to determine feature 
importance.

0

Shapely Values far from 0 are more important  ⌬

Blue values are low variables, red is high.

Low rates and high costs predict Low Profit   ⌬
High rates and low costs 
predict High Profit      ⌬
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Rental Rates

  High Fees are the 
foundation of 
profitability

3

Replacement 
Costs

Maintaining low inventory 
costs predicts profitability

2

Categories and 
ratings 

  Qualitative data is 
closer to zero and less 
useful

1

PROFIT
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Feature Leakage
Feature leakage is when information from the target variable is directly or indirectly being used by the model 
to predict said target variable. This hinders generalization to new data and predictive capabilities of the 
model. Notice how the MSE degrades as leaking data highlighted in red are removed. 
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Categories | GridSearch 
Here we focus only on categories and train for gross profit, then again after performing grid search for optimal 
hyperparameter settings. The MSE is high on both, and so predictive accuracy is questionable, but the feature 
importance can help separate noise from signal. Comedies and New stand out as profitable categories.
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Ratings | GridSearch 
Here we focus only on rating and train for gross profit with grid search for optimal hyperparameters. The MSE is not very 
low again, but G ratings stand out as higher impact on positive ROI than other ratings.
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Rental Rates:
High importance for predicting ROI

$0.99
Low rate

$2.99
Medium rate

$4.99
High rate

Low rates are easily associated with lower ROI, as it takes 
more rentals to reach the same revenue as higher rates.

What do the rental rates look like in the context of ROI?

Do higher rates really result in more return on investment?



Higher rates result in better ROI.

Replacement costs for 99¢ films are 
the highest
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Profitability Quartiles

There are plenty of ways to prune the catalog, 
the strategy is to cut the bottom ~20% in terms 
of ROI each quarter by category.

This will result in less revenue but much less 
cost, and will continuously update the catalog 
to be popular and profitable. 

What happens to total ROI when we remove 
the Low Profit Quartile by Category?
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45% ROI

Save $20,180

Collect data for next 
optimization cycle

Define Key Metrics

Goal: Improve 40% ROI

40% ROI

Solve for Key Metric 
(ROI) 

Remove Low ROI 
Titles 

Optimize
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Loyalty

Top customers in our 
largest markets

Identify and Reward

Avoid 99¢ titles

Maximize $4.99 rates

Rates

Largest 10 Markets

Sports is the Highest 
Grossing, but New 
has the Highest ROI

Categories
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Spend less to get more

Find the weak links

Strengthen and Optimize 
the film catalog
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